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Calendar of Meetings/events

General Meetings are held at 09.30 on the ﬁrst Monday of each month
at the Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms. (at end of the RSL Car Park)
Monthly BBQ/Picnics are on the Friday following the General Meeting
at Jamiieson Park Scarborough
Disclaimer: The contents of this newsletter are not necessarily the
views of the Redcliffe TPI Sub-Branch, the Editor or the 2
TPI Association unless otherwise stated.
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ROYAL
AUSTRALIAN
ENGINEERS

THE
EDITORS
PAGE
If you have some spare time and can use a computer it is worth
a look at the DVA website and to checkout the changes to many
fact sheets.
It appears that the DVA are updating their fact sheets and post
the new ones on the DVA site on a rolling basis for their changed
or updated ones.
In November alone there have been 25 changed fact sheets and
many more during October and September.
There’s no suggestion of any untoward changes but it is worth
having a look especially in areas that directly affect your medical
conditions or services you may be receiving as changes could be
involved.

Thankyou to the three members having a try at the
number of Bears competition the winner is Mr Darryl
Kelly (alias the Pirate) he wins a prize of his choice
from a selection of printable items with any photos,
scenes, or other artworks to the value of $50 He
correctly counted 30 bears
Ladies & Gents please let me know if you
would like to see anything in particular in
the Commscord as a one off or regular
article etc.

Cheers from the Editor
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SICK
PARADE
Wishing anyone in a hospital, recovering or anyone not in good health a
speedy recovery to better health and improved quality of life.
If we don’t know someone is in Hospital or they’r not travelling very well
with their health then we & our volunteer wellbeing people can’t get to assist
also many of our members take great interest in their fellow members
health wellbeing and recovery they would like to know when someone is down

Great to see Margaret getting around
at the Yacht Club luncheon but it was
short lived as she was back in Caboolture
Emergency the same night with ongoing
tests to ﬁnd what ills her.

*

Strawb is there behind her all the way
Home Now getting Strawbs TLC
We all wish you a speedy recovery.

*
*
*
*

!

Brian O’Leary has had a stint in hospital and after getting some
good medical attention is home and on the mend,no doubt Andrea
is on duty for some TLC at home and we hear she loves the Choc’s.
Bill and Dorrine Bailey travelling along coping as they may.
Dave Rickman arrived home from the overseas trip and within a few
days was admitted to Hospital for an infection in the Chest
should be home in a day or so after the antibiotics take effect.
Our QM Bill Abboud has been having
a rough run of bad luck needing more
hospital care and maybe more surgical
procedures but like the ever ready
battery he just keeps on keeping on.
Yes Bill that was very loud
but I want to Hear your

heart
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MEET YOUR SUB BRANCH MEMBER

Member:
Serviced Number:
Australian Army:
Overseas Service:

Philip David Hay
215867
Medical Corps
Vietnam 66/67 & 69/70
Malaysia 67/69

Phil was born in 1946 at Auburn NSW, the irst of 3 children to parents Frederick
Henry James and Joyce, both parents were deaf mutes (how lucky not having to hear
the trio misbehaving during those mischievous years).
Raised in Bronte where the family of 5 lived in a small two room dwelling consisting
of one bedroom and a kitchen/living room. The family did it quite tough inancially
having so little so to speak but were a great family unit.
Phil was educated to year 8 at Randwick High but didn’t like school much so he left
at year 8 taking work as a Paper boy then moving up to telegram Boy with the PMG
with his Rusty two wheel Malvern Star push bike he was the Pony Express Rider.
At age 18 he enlisted into the Army believing the service life believing it was his
calling and applied for infantry or armour but the army’s strange way of placing
recruits into a corps, they decided he was to head to Medical Corps & was dispatched
to Healesville Victoria and after corps training was sent to Purgatory Ooops
Puckapunyal (that god forsaken freezing cold dust bowl outside of Seymour Vic).
1966 saw Phil deployed to Vietnam based at
2 Field Ambos at Vung Tau (the Vegas of
Vietnam), on arrival he recalls they had no
buildings and were told they had to build
their own base hospital using the Kingstrand
system highly technical military jargon for an
IKEA FLAT PACK. For a medic it was Gigantic
to expect them to build a complete building
from scratch but build it they did.

The IKEA Flat Pack
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These Kingstrand buildings were considered the bees Knees at the time and
the Of icers arranged for their mess was to be Kingstrand building, the Poor
overworked Of icers needed a place of comfort to rest their tired decision
making brainpower and the sore arms from all the saluting.
Once the medical building was completed the Australian medics began taking
casualtiies from con licts this included the wounded from the Long Tan battle
with only the very serious medivaced to the 36 medivac US Hospital.
At an impromptu time Phil was asked
by well known Artist “Fletcher” one of
only two Government approved artists
wanting to sketch Phil and Phil agreed
but couldn’t work out why of all the
soldiers around why he was selected.
When you compare these sketches you can
see the likeness to those other Famous military men on either side of Phil.
On his RTA from the Nam Phil was posted to 8RAR, B coy based at Ennogera
the RAR was only recently formed by soldiers from 1RAR and many Nasho’s
it was a very savvy regiment due to those intelligent Nasho’s. In next to no
time he was deployed to Malaysia on what was a cruisy role, he left here as a
Private to a Corporal level job and returned as a fully ledged Sergent (all we
can assume was that a serious amount of Sucking up must have occured)
Which one is Phil

Relaxed evening with a can or 2 at
Terandak base camp with mates

Malaysian Secret Service undercover agents attack Medics
One memory of action in Malaya Phil recalls was at a time when on excersises
a soldier came bolting out of the bush chased by an angry swarm of bees the
soldier ran towards all the guys having a break with the bees now targeting
all in uniform, Phil bolted late totally covered waist up by stinging bees, Luckily
he covered his throat and face but was still heavilly stung through his uniform
To this day Phil is mindful of any congregation of stinging insects
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1969 he was deployed to Vietnam for his 2nd tour with 8Rar as their coy medic,
this time based in the Dat as well as outside at FSB LeLoi one of the Yank FSB’s
handed over to us aussies. He saw 1st hand the slack US army in action during
stand to as the US soldiers just partied on with no regard to safety or security
Phil; got to visit a few FSB’s and was amazed to what our soldiers had to deal with
in improvised booby traps and conditions at these FSB’s see photos below.

FSB Isa, with the Mortar Platoon

FSB trench and gun pit dug out one of Charlies improvised
booby traps often encountered

One of Phils favourite sport was playing Rugby
where he played as “Breakaway” here you can
see Phil in a team photo however looking at the
stripes we arn’t sure if it was a Rugby Jumper or
the type of uniform worn by prisoners on the
hill in Nam, Pity we can’t see what Number or
Numbers Plural that were on their backs.
OK which one is Phil in the Picture

The 2nd tour is over and Phil. is back in sunny Qld
when he marries his Lovely Diane, they met 10 days
before he left for Vietnam and were married just
3 weeks on his return (only 31 days of physical time
together before the wedding day) a smoooth
talking fast mover was Phil (or was it Diane) anyway
2020 will see the couple who were told it wouldn’t
last have their Golden Anniversary. Great stuﬀ !
They have two great girls who gave them 4 beautiful
grandchildren with both girls very close to their
parents constantly in contact with mum & Dad, one
lives close by in Northgate the other is in Canberra.
This is just an insight to Phils 9 years with the Army and there is much we can go
into with Phil life post Army days in Civvy street but we leave that for another
day when we have the extra space within Commscord.
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Thankyou Phil for your service to country & your friendship

Marjax Meats
Shop 6/743 Deception Bay Rd
ROTHWELL
A special mention to Marjax meats our suppliers of quality meats
for our monthly BBQ’s, meat trays, and other required meat items.
Thier staff have been great with their service and often advice on
the best products for our needs.
Members would not be dissapointed in getting their meat from Marjax
the proof is in the quality you get at our BBQ’s
A huge Thank You goes out to all their staff from our committee for
their terriﬁc service and often rounding down our purchase prices.

FREE

to anyone needing one or more of these
Is anyone in need
of one of these aids
They’re sitting &
gathering dust so
if you can use any
please just call.
Bill Abboud on 3886 6049 or
John Dolton on 3888 1656
18
these guy’s will arrange for you to look at
the items or when or how you can get them

Students at a local school were assigned to read two books, 'Titanic', & 'My Life' by Bill
Clinton.
One student turned in the following book report, with the proposition that they were nearly
identical stories! He received an A+ for his report below
Titanic:
Clinton:
Titanic:
Clinton:
Titanic:

Titanic:
Clinton:
Titanic:
Clinton:
Titanic:
Clinton:
Titanic:
Clinton:
Titanic:
Clinton:
Titanic:
Clinton:
Titanic:

cost - $29.99
cost - $29.99
Over 3 hours to read
Over 3 hours to read
The story of Jack and Rose, their forbidden love, and
subsequent catastrophe.
The story of Bill and Monica, their forbidden love, and
subsequent catastrophe.
Jack is a starving artist.
Bill is a bullshit artist.
In one scene, Jack enjoys a good cigar.
Ditto for Bill.
During the ordeal, Rose's dress gets ruined.
Ditto for Monica.
Jack teaches Rose to spit.
Let's not go there.
Rose gets to keep her jewellery
Monica is forced to return her gifts.
Rose remembers Jack for the rest of her life.
Clinton remembers Monica for the rest of his life.
Jack surrenders to an icy death.

Clinton:

Bill goes home to Hilary - basically the same thing.

Clinton:

*Bookseller conducting a market survey asked a woman,
“Which book has helped you most in your life?”
The woman replied, "My husband's check book!!"
*A prospective husband in a book store, "Do you have a book called
'Husband - the Master of the House?'"
Sales Girl: "Sir, fiction and comics are on the 1st floor!"
*COOL MESSAGE BY A WIFE: Dear Mother-in-law, Don't teach me
how to handle my children. I am living with one of yours and he needs a
lot of improvement!?
*When a married man says, I WILL THINK ABOUT IT - what he really
means is that he doesn't know his wife's opinion yet
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ViCE PRESIDENT

David Rickman
Royal Australian Navy
HMAS Leeuwin

Dave is our go to guy who
ably arranges buses then
ferry’s us around and is a
very able backup to
the president.

SOCIAL CO-ORDINATOR
Beryl Neill
Womans Royal Australian Navy
Service No: R58788

In the Navy we just had
Lot’s and Lots of Fun &
seen the seven seas.

Organising our outings, trips
away and events to go to and
works tireslessly so we can
enjoy our time with friends
on these get togethers.
we are in great hands
with Beryl leading
us along.

PROPERTY OFFICER

Bill Abboud
Australian Army RAAOC
RAAOC 2 AOD
Service No: 2242036
Vietnam tour: 1970 - 1971
Bill is our QM looking after all the
property taking orders and organising
clothing, memorabelia, artifacts and
an array of other stuff. A tireless
worker that has a Can Do attitude
.
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COMMITTEE MAN
RUMBO

Some of you just don’t get
it do ya!.
Yes we’re a stores unit &
we STORE stuff we don’t
give it out because then we
wouldn’t have stores left
to store. Dah get it now!!

Ronald Michael Carey
Australian Army
RAAOC 1st Ord Field Park
Service No: 1734629
Vietnam 1970 - 1971
Ron has been on committee
at Redcliffe TPI forever as
a vital get up and do it guy
leading by example you
see him working but
don't ask for any
store items

EDITOR, MEMBERSHIP
& WEBMASTER
George Paul Dragon
Australian Army, RAE
17 Construction Sqn
Service No: 3797252
Vietnam Tour: 1970 - 1971

A newby to the committee but
not new to committee activity
an ex Pres, Sec, Treas, Editor
in various associations now
the Editor & Webmaster
at TPI Redcliffe with
his own touch to
CommsCord.

COMMITTEE MAN

Darryl (Pirate) Kelly
Royal Australian Navy
Engineer on Board (retired)

OK you Varmit’s
wheres my Pirate
clothes

Darryl (the Pirate) Kelly is well known
to members with a number of years
service on the Committee helping
out with set up & pull down and taking
care for some of our property.
Often You will see Darryl undertake
the role of food tester & taster
ensuring quality control
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MEMBERS INPUT
A few Trivia questions sent in by a member Do you Know Your Dragon’s
Q1
Where was St George the Dragon Slayer raised?
Q2
What was St Georges occupation before his conversion?
Q3
What happened to the Aborigine who stole the baby Bunyip?
Q4
What creature is also called “the living Dragon of New Guinea”
Answers can be found on page 30

ﬂaming

SALE EXTENDED SALE
Property manager Bill has extended his treasurer is
away sale for another month on all current stocks
of clothing apparel.
most items are discounted by at least $5.oo so if your
looking for a new shirt, jacket etc take advantage now.
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NAVY NEWS
Navy expands by 1000 in two years
 ﻵوﮭﻮ وو ﯿﮭﻵوﮭﻮ وو ﯿﮭBrian Hartigan 912 Views 2 Comments
The Royal Australian Navy’s ambitious growth and retention program has proven a success, with the Navy
growing by more than 1,000 members in under two years.
FILE PHOTO: HMAS Brisbane. AWD Alliance photoỳ

This represents an eight percent increase since January 2018 and is a result of
flexible workplace arrangements, financial incentives and industry placements.
Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds CSC said the retention program
is attracting a diverse group of talent and experience, and is ensuring the Navy has
highly trained and skilled individuals.
“The Navy has been an integral part of the nation it has served for over a century,”
Minister Reynolds said.
Navy is currently rolling out 45 retention initiatives, including financial bonuses for key sailor
and officer categories, flexible workplace arrangements for uniformed members as well as
outplacement programs to improve professional development for technical sailors.
These measures are the result of a Navy-wide consultation program, which resulted in
600 suggestions from members of every rank.
Minister for Veterans and Defence Personnel Darren Chester said the unique nature
of military service required distinct pay and conditions to recruit and retain the people
needed for Australia’s current and future Defence capability.
“We rely heavily on the personal and professional sacrifices made by our service men
and women and their families, and the Australian community expects that the ADF’s
conditions meet the demands of service life,” Mr Chester said.
In the 2017-18 Financial year, Navy’s full-time workforce was 13,818 – down from 14,077 the
previous year

ADF strength
2017 - 2018

2016 = 2017
Actuals

2017 – 2018
Budget estimate

2017 – 2018
Revised Est

2017 – 2018
Actual

Variation

NAVY

14,077

14,123

13,807

13,818

11

ARMY

30,314

30,672

30,568

30,410

-158

AIR FORCE

14,289

14,399

14,310

14,247

-63

TOTAL
AVERAGE

58,680

59.194

58,685

58,475

-210
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Aussie warship demos first-of-kind mission –– again
07/11/201917/11/2019 Brian Hartigan

Minister for Defence Linda Reynolds announced this week that the Royal Australian Navy and
the United States Navy recently conducted a first-of-kind mission, with HMAS
Brisbane completing a live missile engagement in cooperation with USS Stockdale.
CAPTION: HMAS Brisbane under the Golden Gate Bridge during a port visit to San Francisco, California,
during her combat system qualification trials.

“Using remote sensor data from the USS Stockdale and the Cooperative Engagement
Capability, the combat system of HMAS Brisbane was tested against a range of challenging
targets and tactical situations,” Senator Reynolds said.
“The trials, which were held in the US over the past month, mark a ground-breaking milestone
for Australia.”
Confusingly, however, without giving details of what specifically was new about this missile
firing, CONTACT is unable to say why this first-of-kind mission was different to this one or
especially this one – except maybe that it was Brisbane’s turn in the US.
Minister Reynolds said the recent missile firing demonstrated the very highest levels of
interoperability between our navies.
“It reaffirms the game-changing technology that the Aegis combat system brings to our Navy
and the advanced capability of the Australian-built Hobart-class destroyers.
“By conducting these trials in the US, our Navy is able to access the world’s best expertise,
instrumented ranges and analysis capabilities to provide confidence in how the ship will
perform in combat.
“The Hobart-class of ships are among the most potent warships at sea, forming an important
part of the defence of our nation.”
Cooperative Engagement Capability provides a secure communications capability between
Australian and US ships, aircraft or land forces and allows a unit to detect and, if needed,
engage a threat identified by another ship or aircraft – in other words, the missiles of one ship
can be launched upon targets tracked and identified by another.
“These recent trials mark the next step in the Hobart-class destroyer’s introduction into
service,” Minister Reynolds said.
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AIR FORCE
SNIPETS

RAAF supporting civilian firefighter deployments
10/11/2019 Brian Hartigan 271 Views 0 Comments

The Australian Defence Force is working with emergency services to support
firefighting efforts in north-eastern New South Wales.
CAPTION: A RAAF C-130J Hercules loads South Australian fire fighting deploying to northern New South
Wales. Photo by Corporal Bill Solomou.

Minister for Defence Linda Reynolds that last night a Royal Australian Air Force 737
Boeing Business Jet transported ACT Rural Fire Service firefighters from Canberra,
and this morning a RAAF C-130J Hercules flew firefighters and equipment from
Adelaide to Port Macquarie.
“I am focussed on ensuring the ADF is ready to provide additional support for the
nation’s front line first responders,” Minister Reynolds said.
“Defence is also working with Emergency Management Australia to support further
air transport requests and is identifying what other ADF capabilities can be used if
requested.
“While our ADF personnel are not trained firefighters, they can provide other support
at times of need.
“As the former Minister for Emergency Management, last bushfire season I saw first
hand the devastating impact that natural disasters have on communities.
“I also saw how federal-government agencies work together to provide support for
states and territories.
“I pay tribute to the emergency services personnel fighting these fires across the
country, as well as the ADF personnel who support them.”
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In the absence of any recomended Dr’s
we instead ofer a holiday location for ex servicemen or women

Welcome To St George's Defence Holiday
Suites
St George's Defence Holiday Suites at The Garland are for Service and ex Service
Personnel, their Spouse and dependent school age children. St George's Defence Holiday
Suites are operated by the Service Personnel Anglican Help Society Inc, an independent
and charitable organisation Prior to accepting a booking we require a copy of your Service
ID or Discharge Certiﬁcate to verify your eligibility to stay at St George's
The Garland Building incorporating St George's Defence Holiday Suites opened in
December 2016. The holiday Suites are located on the ﬁrst 3 Levels with a BBQ and large

Recently Bill & Gloria found these units that are available for ex defense persons and
their families to rent and they enjoyed their stay then George had to have some surgery at
John Flynn Hospital so he and Dianne booked into the St Georges defense holiday
apartments staying in a studio apartment and found the loca on right on the beach and
opposite the surf club as excellent
The apartment was excellent it had everything we needed, just a stones throw to the
Coolanga a shopping precinct & restaurants strip with the staﬀ very friendly and most
helpful The price also was most reasonable for such quality
We thought men oning it to members for you or your family if seeking accommoda on
at the Gold Coast you would have to look far & wide to beat this facility Have look at their
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WWII Spitfire wreck gifted to Northern Territory
A Royal Australian Air Force Spitfire wreckage from the Second World War has been
gifted to the Northern Territory government.
FILE PHOTO (24 March 1943): Two Spitfires take off from an airstrip near Darwin. AWM 014484.

In 2016, Spitfire A58-2 was discovered in Litchfield National Park in the Northern
Territory, 73 years after it crashed in remote bushland on 30 June 1943.
Minister for Defence Linda Reynolds said Defence and the Northern Territory
government had signed a Memorandum of Gift, transferring ownership of the wreckage.
“The gifting of the RAAF Spitfire wreckage recognises the Territory’s rich military
history, particularly its deep connection with the air force and the air battles over
Darwin,” Minister Reynolds said. “I acknowledge the service and sacrifice of all who
have served, and still serve, our nation in peace and war, and thank their loved ones who
make their service possible.”
Minister for Veterans and Defence Personnel Darren Chester said the handover was an
opportunity to reflect on the vital role our air force members played in protecting
Australia during World War II.
“Spitfire A58-2 ran into difficulty while intercepting a Japanese raid, forcing its pilot,
Flight Sergeant Colin Duncan, to bail out of his aircraft at high altitude and parachute to
the ground,” Mr Chester said “Flight Sergeant Duncan was stranded in remote bushland
with severe burns for several days before he could be rescued.
“Today we pay our respects to Flight Sergeant Duncan and those who served with him in
the skies over the Northern Territory.”
The handover coincides with the 76th anniversary of the last Japanese raid over the Top
End in 1943 and the premiere of A Fiery Exit, a short film commissioned by the NT
government about the crash of Spitfire A58-2.
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NO CHANGE
TO THE
VIETNAM MEDAL
The Australian government has accepted a recommendation that there can be no change
to eligibility for the Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal.
Parliamentary Secretary for Defence Darren Chester said the independent Defence
Honours and Awards Appeals Tribunal was directed to inquire into and report on the
Australian government’s legal ability to amend eligibility criteria for the medal – and that
it had found it was not possible.
“On 25 June 2015, the Tribunal handed its report on the Inquiry into the feasibility of
amending the eligibility criteria for the Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal to the
government, in which it recommended that eligibility criteria for the Republic of Vietnam
Campaign Medal not be amended because the Australian government does not have the
legal authority to do so,” Mr Chester said.
“The Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal is a foreign award that was offered
to Australia by the then Government of theRepublic of Vietnam. Because this government
no longer exists, there is no avenue available to seek amendment to the eligibility criteria
for the medal.
“I would like to acknowledge the veterans and individuals who made submissions and
advocated on the behalf of Vietnam War veterans as a part of this inquiry.
“I recognise their concerns about the existing criteria, I commend them for their service to
our nation and I understand that this is not the result that all individuals would have
wished for.
“I am however satisfied that a full and vigorous process has been followed.
“The advice from the Australian Government Solicitor is the Australian government does
not have the legal authority to amend the criteria for the Republic of Vietnam Campaign
Medal.
“The Australian government accepts the tribunal’s finding.
“The inquiry into this matter demonstrates the government’s commitment to the
independent review of Defence honours and awards issues.”
The Vietnam Campaign Medal is a military campaign medal that was awarded by
the South Vietnamese government to members of the Republic of Vietnam Military
Forces for direct participation in major military operations and was also awarded to
foreign military personnel for service in South Vietnam.
The medal was awarded for two different periods of service – the second being from 1
January 1960 to a date to be determined.
However, the government of South Vietnam ceased to exist before an ending period was
decided.
https://www.contactairlandandsea.com/2015/09/21/no-change-to-vietnam-medal/
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POETS PAGE
WE THOUGHT WE MAY BRING YOU A POEM EACH MONTH USUALLY FROM
A MILITARY BACKGROUND AND IF YOU HAVE ANY POEMS PLEASE LET
GEORGE KNOW AS HE WOULD WELCOME SOME NEW MATERIAL

Our ag bears the stars that blaze at night
In our southern sky of blue
And that little old ag in the corner
That's part of our heritage too.
It's for the English, the Scots and the Irish
Who were sent to the end of the earth
The rogues and the schemers, the doers and dreamers
Who gave modern Australia birth.
And you who are shouting to change it
You don't seem to understand
It's the ag of our laws and language
Not the ag of a faraway land.
Though there are plenty of people who will tell you
How when Europe was plunged into night
That little old ag in the corner
Was their symbol of freedom and light.
It's only an old piece of bunting
It's only an old coloured rag
But there are thousands who died for its honour
And fell in defence of our ag.
It doesn't mean that we owe our allegiance
To a forgotten imperial dream
We've the stars to show where we're going

Little Miss Muﬀet
Little miss Muﬀett sat on her tuﬀett
eating her curds and whey
when along came a spider
who sat down beside her
where Miss Muﬀett said
Pee oﬀ Hairy legs thisw is my tucker
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A1
A2
A3
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Answers to Trivia questions
Eastern Turkey in Cappadocia
A Roman Soldier
He and hid tribe were turned into the ﬁrst Black Swans
The Komodo Dragon
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and new redcliffe location

1/99 Marine Parade, Redcliffe, 4020
Ph: 0413 745 812 or 07 3319 6162
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DECEMBER 2019
2nd
7th
13th

Monday
Saturday
Friday

Gen Meeting
Xmas Party Dolphins Leagues Club
Xmas Fare Picnic (Jamieson Park)

FEBRUARY 2020
3rd
7th
TBA

Monday
Friday

Gen Meeting
TPI Picnic/BBQ (Jamieson Park)
Ladies Luncheon

Monday
Friday

Gen Meeting
TPI Picnic/BBQ (Jamieson Park)

Monday
Friday

Gen Meeting
TPI Picnic/BBQ (Jamieson Park)

Monday
Friday

Gen Meeting
TPI BBQ (Jamieson Park)

MARCH
2nd
6th

APRIL
6th
10th

MAY
4th
8th

JUNE
1st
5th

Monday
Friday

Gen Meeting
TPI BBQ (Jamiesoin Park)

Xmas Party at the Dolphins Club on
Saturday 7th December at 6.30pm
Don’;t forget bring a present Male/Male
or Female/Female+
Xmas Picnic at Jamieson Park
Friday 13th December with a picnic
fare to die for come and have a great
time out with mates
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